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GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS

Rationale
Accurate measurements of dielectric constant are essential in many fields, including, among

others, microwave technology, biology, agriculture, medicine, etc. [1]–[3]. However, there are
many factors that significantly limit the accuracy of measurements, the most common of which
are the limited resolution of measurement devices, systematic uncertainty, non-ideal alignment,
reflection at junctions, slight shifts in the sample position in the model from the required, etc.
[4], [5] While for some specialized microwave devices, e.g., in filters, the effect of the uncer-
tainty of dielectric constant measurements on the performance can be partially compensated by
employing additional tuning elements that, however, increases the cost of the final product, in
other areas, e.g., in medicine, it is much more difficult and more expensive to achieve, and in
some cases even impossible at all.

There are a variety of dielectric constant measurement methods [6], [7], the most commonly
used being the resonant cavity method, the transmission-line method, and the free space method;
however, each of these methods has a number of advantages and disadvantages. For example,
the resonant cavity method provides high accuracy of the dielectric constant and loss tangent
measurements for low-loss materials [8], but, unfortunately, requires quite expensive equipment
and involves a very cumbersome and lengthy sample preparation process. The main drawback
of this method is the fact that it is complicated to perform measurements at different frequencies
[9], since the frequency in this measurement model is a quantity that is being measured directly.
Therefore, the method is not suitable for measuring dielectrics with pronounced dispersion when
both dielectric constant and loss tangent vary rapidly with frequency. Furthermore, the resonant
techniques in the vast majority of cases require destructing the sample.

Although non-resonant measurement methods typically provide accuracy lower than that
of their resonant counterparts, they, however, are less expensive and, in most cases, are non-
destructive, which might be of particular importance in many applications [10], [11].

In the Thesis, an extensively used reflection-only method (only the scattering matrix ele-
ment S11 is measured) is investigated, which is convenient and ensures reasonable measurement
accuracy. It is demonstrated that in the case of the reflection-only (as well as reflection/trans-
mission) measurements, especially when the measurements have to be non-destructive, the low
model sensitivity problem may arise (the same applies to other measurement methods). Specif-
ically, for certain dimensions of the sample under test, frequencies, dielectric constant values,
or certain value ranges, the measurement uncertainty may be so large that the results of such
measurements would be absolutely useless from the practical point of view. It is shown that a
considerable measurement uncertainty results from a low sensitivity of the measurement model,
which shows how sensitive is the measured absolute value of S11 to small variations in the die-
lectric constant value.

In this research, the measurement procedure and the mathematical relations between the
measured quantity (dielectric constant) and the other quantities on which it depends is a mea-
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surement model. A measurement model containing only a sample made of the material under
investigation (MUT), the material whose dielectric constant is to be determined, is referred to
throughout the Thesis as a conventional measurement model.

The Thesis demonstrates that the measurement model sensitivity plays a crucial role, as it
immediately shows whether a specific measurement model is suitable for the measurements or
not for a particular set of model parameter values (dielectric constant, sample dimensions, fre-
quency). Also, it is shown that increasing the model sensitivity results in a reduction in the
dielectric constant measurement uncertainty. A conventional measurement model is considered
suitable for measurements if it exhibits a sufficiently high measurement model sensitivity; oth-
erwise, one should consider using another measurement model that provides a higher sensitivity.

The Thesis also shows that the sensitivity of the measurement model can be improved by
changing the sample dimensions and/or frequency; however, such an approach is not always fea-
sible and permissible and may even be technologically unrealizable. For example, the frequency
cannot be changed when the dielectric constant of the material under test has to be measured at
a fixed standard defined frequency. At the same time, the dimensions cannot be altered when
a ready-made product needs to be tested, such as cylindrical dielectric resonators extensively
employed in resonant cavity-based microwave filters.

In this work, cylindrical samples (rods) and dielectric slabs are investigated.
A simplemeasurementmodel evaluationmethodology is proposed and studied. Themethod-

ology allows for a quick and easy evaluation of the measurement model sensitivity for a conven-
tional model. If the conventional model is found not to provide a sufficient sensitivity level, it
allows for constructing an extended measurement model with such parameter values that for the
expected dielectric constant value range, its sensitivity is higher than that of the conventional
model, thereby significantly reducing the dielectric constant measurement uncertainty.

In the Thesis, the two most commonly used methods are used for estimating measurement
uncertainty, which is recommended and recognized by GUM – the uncertainty propagation
method [12], [13] and the Monte Carlo (MC) method [14]. The most commonly used in prac-
tice is the Error Propagation Method (EPM), which is well suited for models not exhibiting
pronounced nonlinearity, as it is based on a Taylor series-based linear approximation about the
point corresponding to the mean value of the measurand (best estimate). Furthermore, all in-
put variables are assumed to be random quantities following a normal distribution. Despite the
fact that such an approximation gives acceptable results in many practical cases, it can provide
inaccurate results for models that have a very pronounced nonlinearity in the neighborhood of
the actual value of the measurand, and when it is necessary to estimate the measurement uncer-
tainty in the range of values of the measurement model parameters, where the dependence of
the measurand on the model parameters is non-linear, the use of the EPM method may result in
a significant overestimation or underestimation of the uncertainty [15].

The evaluation can also be done with the MC method [16], which can also be applied
to models with pronounced nonlinearity, but it requires a large amount of computing and is
also not always applicable. Despite the fact that the Monte Carlo method is applicable to a
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much broader class of measurement models compared to EPM, it is unfortunately very time-
consuming, mainly because it is necessary to calculate the output of the measurement model
for a huge number of random combinations of the values of the model inputs, which is needed,
to obtain a reliable estimate of the measurand. The Monte Carlo method is extensively used
in many fields, such as metrology, optics, electronics, electromagnetic compatibility, etc. [17].
The GUM defines this method as the primary method for measurement uncertainty estimation.

However, the MC method requires solving the inverse problem for each model parameter
value combination to estimate the uncertainty. Namely, at each iteration of the MC algorithm,
the dielectric constant value corresponding to the measured value of the scattering matrix ele-
ment must be determined, requiring a large number of arithmetic operations, thereby making
the estimation impractical unless high-power computation resources are leveraged. Therefore,
accurately estimating the uncertainty in the measurement of material constitutive properties is
still challenging.

Numerical studies were performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
The results successfully confirm the hypothesis that the reduction of measurement uncertainty
for the problematic ranges of dielectric constant values, where the sensitivity is very low, can
be achieved with the use of slightly more complex measurement models involving one or two
auxiliary dielectric objects (rods or slabs, depending on the model type).

Aim of the Thesis and Defended Theses
In order to address the problems mentioned above related to the effective evaluation of the

suitability of dielectric constant measurement models, the selection of models, and the devel-
opment of measurement models that ensure sufficiently small measurement uncertainty, the
following main objectives of the work are put forward:

- develop a methodology for simple evaluation of the measurement model sensitivity;

- develop improved measurement models ensuring a sufficiently high model sensitivity in
cases where conventional measurement models cannot accomplish it.

In order to achieve the main objectives of the Thesis, the following theses were defined:

1. The sensitivity of the measurement model depends on the selected measurement method,
and for a sample with a specific shape and dimensions at a specific measurement fre-
quency, the sensitivity strongly depends on the expected value of the dielectric constant
and takes values in the range from 0 to 20.

2. The sensitivity of the measurement model is related to the measurement uncertainty, and
if the model sensitivity is less than 1, then the relative uncertainty of the dielectric constant
measurement is greater than 1%.

3. To evaluate the suitability of the measurement model, it is not necessary to solve the time-
consuming inverse problems for the measurement uncertainty estimation, as it suffices to
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evaluate the sensitivity of the model from a solution to the forward problem using the
Error Propagation Method, which reduces the model evaluation time, at least an order of
magnitude.

4. If the conventional measurement model has a measurement sensitivity of less than 1, such
a model is considered not suitable for the dielectric constant measurements, and an ex-
tended measurement model must be constructed by adding a dielectric slab or rod, the
dimensions, position, and dielectric constant of which are calculated in such a way as to
ensure the sensitivity of the measurement model greater than 1.

5. To be able to perform the dielectric constant measurement uncertainty estimation for mod-
els involving dielectric rods, it is necessary to develop a fast numerical method that is at
least 50 times faster than currently existing methods.

Main Tasks
1. To show that one can quickly and easily evaluate the sensitivity of the measurement model

for any specific set of model parameter values to determine whether the model is suitable
for the measurement or whether the measurement uncertainty will be unacceptably high.
Additionally, the evaluation procedure allows for determining whether the model can en-
sure a specific measurement uncertainty.

2. To prove that the dielectric constant measurement uncertainty is closely related to themea-
surement model sensitivity and, therefore, the uncertainty can be reduced by increasing
the model sensitivity.

3. To show that it is possible to increase the sensitivity of the measurement model for a
specific set of model parameters by extending a conventional measurement model, which
is accomplished by placing an additional object (or objects) or by altering the dimensions
of the MUT or the frequency, provided that such alterations are permitted.

4. To develop a methodology and computer programs for constructing optimal extended
models for specific cases.

5. To develop a numerical method for the calculation of the scattering matrix elements for
dielectric constant measurement models involving dielectric rods in a rectangular waveg-
uide, which provides at least 50 times faster measurement uncertainty estimation than
currently existing methods.

Research Methods
During the development of the Thesis, analytical and numerical calculations, as well as

computer modeling are employed to achieve the objectives of the Thesis and perform problem
analysis.
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For calculating the scattering parameters of the dielectric constant measurement model with
dielectric rods in a rectangular waveguide, the fast calculation method developed by the author,
namely, the method of surface integral equations, is used.

Commercially available software Ansys HFSS is also used in the Thesis, mainly to check
the accuracy and efficiency of the Improved Boundary Integral Equation Method developed by
the author. The inverse problems are solved by means of the Newton-Rafson method.

Computer programs implemented in Python and C++ programming languages were devel-
oped to calculate the scattering parameters of the measurement models studied in the Thesis and
evaluate the dielectric constant measurement uncertainty.

The programs intended for solving time-consuming tasks, for example, the calculation of
Schlömilch series using the Ewald method, were implemented in C++ language, and the parallel
data processing libraries OpenMP and OpenMPI are used to speed up the calculations.

The other programs were implemented in the Python programming language, including pro-
gram packages for drawing graphs developed by the author.

Scientific Novelty

• A simple Error Propagation Method based methodology for evaluating the sensitivity of a
measurement for quick evaluation of the suitability of a specific measurement model for
achieving a certain measurement uncertainty in dielectric constant measurements without
extensive computing under non-destructing fixed frequency measurement scenario when
the MUT in the measurement model is a slab or a rod in a waveguide or a dielectric slab
in free space.

• A new two-slab waveguide or free-space measurement model to reduce the uncertainty in
the dielectric constant measurements via increasing the measurement model sensitivity.

• A new three-slab waveguide or free space measurement model to reduce the dielectric
constant measurement uncertainty via increasing the measurement model sensitivity.

• A new measurement model, composed of two dielectric rods in a rectangular waveguide,
reducing the dielectric constant measurement uncertainty by increasing the measurement
model sensitivity.

• A new efficient numerical method for calculating the dominant waveguide mode scatter-
ing matrix elements for multi-layered full-height rods in a rectangular waveguide. The
rods can have an arbitrary number of dielectric inclusions.

Main Results of the Thesis

1. The developed measurement model sensitivity evaluation methodology for determining
whether the range of possible dielectric constant values is in a measurement model low-
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sensitivity range, giving measurement uncertainty too large to ensure acceptable measure-
ment accuracy under a non-destructive fixed frequency waveguide or free space measure-
ment scenario.

2. The use of the extended dielectric constant measurement models, in some instances, pro-
vides model sensitivity that is significantly higher than that of the conventional model,
which contains only the object under test (rod or slab), resulting in smaller measurement
uncertainty. The measurement models investigated in the Thesis are:

• a dielectric slab, the constant of which is determined from the measured value of the
modulus of the scattering matrix element S11 measured for the dominant rectangular
waveguide mode (in the case of waveguide measurements) or a plane wave (in the
case of the free-space measurement model) and extended models with two or three
dielectric slabs, one of which is a slab of material to be measured;

• a dielectric rod in a rectangular waveguide with a dielectric constant to be deter-
mined from the measured absolute value of the scattering matrix element S11 for the
dominant waveguide mode and extended models with an auxiliary dielectric rod of
known constitutive properties and dimensions.

3. The developed numerical methods for solving integral equations, which use the Ewald
method for the calculation of slowly converging Schlömilch series, allows for calculating
scattering parameters for structures consisting of multiple full-height dielectric rods in a
rectangular waveguide, up to 500 times faster than commercially available finite element
method based software.

Publications and Approbation of the Thesis
The results of the Doctoral Thesis have been presented at 5 scientific conferences and

workshops whose proceedings are indexed in SCOPUS, WoS, and IEEE databases.

1. Kushnin, R., Semenjako, J. “Determination of the Optimal Value of the Radius of a Cir-
cular Cylindrical Post in a Rectangular Waveguide for Measurement of the Dielectric Per-
mittivity”, presented at Progress in Electromagnetic Research Symposium (PIERS 2013),
Sweden, Stockholm, 12–15 August 2013.

2. Kushnin, R., Semenjako, J., and Solovjova, T. “Determination of Optimal Pairs of Radii
of Dielectric Samples for Complex Permittivity Measurement of Dispersive Materials”,
presented Progress in Electromagnetics Research Symposium (PIERS2015), Czech Re-
public, Prague, 6–9 July 2015.

3. Kushnin, R., Semenjako, J., and Shestopalov, Y. V. “Accelerated Boundary Integral
Method for Solving the Problem of Scattering by Multiple Multilayered Circular Cylin-
drical Posts in a Rectangular Waveguide”, presented at Progress in Electromagnetics Re-
search Symposium - Spring (PIERS 2017), Russia, Saint Petersburg, 22–25 May 2017.
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4. Kimsis, K., Semenjako, J., Kushnin, R., Viduzs, A. “Numerical Implementation of Effi-
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in Rectangular Waveguide”, presented at Progress in Electromagnetics Research Sympo-
sium – Spring (PIERS 2017), Russia, Saint Petersburg, 22–25 May 2017.

5. Kushnin, R., Semenjako, J., and Shestopalov Y. V. “Fast Method for Analysis of Multiple
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uide”, presented at the 2020 IEEE Microwave Theory and Techniques in Wireless Com-
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1. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS AND RESULTS
OBTAINED

The Thesis contains an introduction, six chapters, conclusions and bibliography.
The introduction of the Thesis describes the relevance and the main aims of the Thesis, as

well as the tasks, research methodology, scientific novelty of the proposed methodologies, main
results of the Thesis, approbation and publications.

Chapter 1 defines several terms used throughout the Thesis, such as the measurement model,
measurement curve, discusses the measurement uncertainty methods used for obtaining the re-
sults presented in the Thesis, as well as their advantages and disadvantages, and introduces the
measurement model sensitivity coefficient, which is essential in the evaluation of measurement
models. Also, the methods of solving inverse problems and approaches to reducing the mea-
surement uncertainty are discussed, and the importance of the tentative measurement model
sensitivity evaluation, which is not adequately reflected and studied in the existing literature, is
demonstrated in this chapter.

In Chapter 2, three conventional measurement models are described and examined, namely,
a single dielectric slab in a waveguide and free space, as well as a cylindrical dielectric rod in a
waveguide. In all models, low-loss dielectrics are measured, and the dielectric constant of the
MUT is extracted from the measured value of |S11| by solving the inverse problem. The depen-
dence of the model behavior on the expected dielectric constant of the MUT is investigated, and
the results of the numerical calculations demonstrate that the model sensitivity depends consid-
erably on the set of input parameters (sample dimensions, frequency, and the dielectric constant
of theMUT); thus, the essence of the research problem is described and clearly illustrated –mea-
surement uncertainties depend significantly on the sensitivity of the chosen measurement model
for a specific set of the model input parameters. It is demonstrated that for certain conventional
measurement model parameter (sample dimensions, dielectric constant, and frequency) values,
the measurement uncertainty may be so large that the measurement results become practically
irrelevant and that the inadequacy of the model can be evaluated in a simple manner without
having to solve the inverse problem.

Chapter 3 describes and illustrates a novel and effective methodology proposed by the author
of the Thesis for reducing the low-loss material dielectric constant measurement uncertainty.
The proposed expanded dielectric constant measurement model is described and examined. The
model may involve a MUT slab along with an additional slab placed at a certain distance from
the MUT slab or the MUT slab alongside two additional slabs. In contrast to the conventional
measurement model, which involves the MUT only, a dielectric slab in the waveguide made of
the material to be measured, the extended model incorporates one or two more dielectric slabs,
whose thickness and dielectric constant are determined such that the sensitivity of the measure-
ment model is increased. The extended measurement models, which increase the sensitivity of
the conventional model, make it possible to reduce the measurement uncertainty without chang-
ing the experimental conditions (MUT dimensions, frequency, measurement model).

Chapter 4 describes the extended dielectric constant measurement model with the free space
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method. Similar to the conventional waveguide model, the free space model involves not only
the MUT, which is a dielectric slab, but also one or two auxiliary slabs also located in free
space parallel to the MUT slab. Two extended models are proposed, analyzed and optimized:
a two-slab model and a three-slab model. It is shown that in case the conventional model is
not capable of providing a sufficiently high measurement model sensitivity, it is possible to
increase the sensitivity by extending the model, thus ensuring a lower measurement uncertainty
compared to the conventional model.

Chapter 5 describes the extended two-rod dielectric constant measurement model for the
waveguide method. This model consists of two dielectric cylindrical rods in a rectangular
waveguide. One of the rods is made of MUT whose dielectric constant is to be determined from
the measured value. The second rod is an auxiliary rod whose location, radius and dielectric
constant are chosen so that the extended model ensures the highest possible model sensitivity.
The measurements are performed in single-mode mode regime at a single frequency (often cho-
sen to meet standard requirements). It is shown that in cases where the conventional model
involving the MUT rod only fails to provide sufficient model sensitivity, it can be increased by
using the extended measurement model.

Chapter 6 describes the method developed by the author for the calculation of scattering
parameters for structures composed of one ormoremulti-layered cylindrical rods in a rectangular
waveguide. Each rod can be either centered or offset and may be either dielectric or metallic.

The method is, in essence, a surface integral equations method in which the unknown func-
tions to be found are the electric and magnetic fields on the surfaces of the cylindrical rods.
The integration required for the evaluation of the entries of the resulting system of algebraic
equations is performed analytically, which gives slowly converging Schlömilch series. The
convergence of the series is accelerated by means of the Ewald summation technique, thereby
significantly reducing the calculation time, which is much less compared to similar methods.

Discussion of the obtained analytical and numerical results, result comparison, and model
evaluation concludes the Thesis. Also, it is concluded that the tasks defined in the Thesis have
been successfully accomplished and the theses have been proven.
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2. THESIS CHAPTER SUMMARIES

2.1. Measurement Uncertainty Estimation and Model Evaluation

Chapter 1 of the Thesis describes the measurement uncertainty estimation using the Error
Propagation Method (EPM) and the Monte Carlo Method (MCM). Additionally, methods for
solving inverse problems are briefly described.

The dielectric constant of the measured material is determined from the measured magnitude
of the scattering matrix element S11 by solving the inverse problem. In the Thesis, the inverse
problem is solved using the Newton-Raphson method. It is assumed that the expected value
of the dielectric constant of a sample made of the material under test (MUT) is approximately
known, and the MUT has low losses, which are assumed to be measured beforehand by an-
other method or provided by the manufacturer. This approach is widely used in high-frequency
dielectric testing, which is made in such a way that their losses are as small as possible.

To estimate the uncertainty of the MUT dielectric constant measurements, the EPM, which
is one of the most commonly used methods, as well as the extended error propagation method,
can be employed [12]. In the EPM, the uncertainty is calculated as follows:

u(ε′r,mut) =
√
u2
|S11|(ε

′
r,mut) + u2

dmut
(ε′r,mut) + u2

f (ε
′
r,mut) + u2tanδmut(ε

′
r,mut). (2.1)

Slightly rearranging (2.1) gives the following expression that is more illustrative from the point
of view of the main objective of the Thesis. Namely, it shows that the factor ∂|S11|

∂ε′r,mut
plays an

essential role in the model evaluation in terms of the measurement accuracy, as discussed below.

u(ε′r,mut) =
1

∂|S11|
∂ε′r,mut

·

√(
u|S11|

)2
+

(
∂ |S11|
∂dmut

udmut

)2

+

(
∂ |S11|
∂f

uf

)2

+

(
∂ |S11|

∂ tan δmut
utanδmut

)2

.

(2.2)
The quantities appearing in the radicand are the contributions of individual parameters of the
measurement model to the total uncertainty of dielectric constant measurements and are given
by:

u|S11|(ε
′
r,mut) =

∂ε′r,mut
∂|S11|

u|S11| – the measurement uncertainty contribution of |S11|;

udmut(ε
′
r,mut) =

∂ε′r,mut
∂dmut

udmut – the MUT slab thickness measurement uncertainty contribution;

uf (ε
′
r,mut) =

∂ε′r,mut
∂f

uf – the frequency measurement uncertainty contribution;

ua(ε
′
r,mut) =

∂ε′r,mut
∂a

ua – the waveguide width measurement uncertainty contribution;

utan δmut(ε
′
r,mut) =

∂ε′r,mut
∂ tan δmut

utan δmut – the contribution of the MUT loss tangent measurement
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uncertainty,
where

u|S11| – the standard uncertainty of |S11|;
udmut – the standard uncertainty of the MUT slab thickness, mm;
uf – the standard uncertainty of the frequency, GHz;
ua – the standard uncertainty of the waveguide width, mm;
utan δmut – the standard uncertainty of the MUT loss tangent.

In the case of models containing additional dielectric slabs or cylindrical rods alongside the
MUT slabs (rod), the EPM expression for the measurement uncertainty calculation may contain
additional terms of the form:

upar,i(ε
′
r,mut) =

∂ε′

∂(par,i)
upar,i, (2.3)

where
upar(ε

′
r,mut) – the contribution to measurement uncertainty of the i-th model input parameter;

upar,i – the standard uncertainty of the i-th model input parameter.

Additional model input parameters are, for example, the dielectric constant and the loss
tangent of an additional slab in an extended measurement model formed from a conventional
one containing theMUTonly by placing an additional slab in thewaveguide at a specific distance
from the MUT slab. The distance between the additional and the MUT slabs may be treated as
an additional model input parameter.

The first chapter of the Thesis also describes the application of the Monte Carlo method
employed in this Thesis for measurement uncertainty estimation.

2.2. Conventional Dielectric Constant Measurement Models

Chapter 2 of the Thesis discusses conventional measurement models involving only a sample
of the material to be measured (MUT).

Subsection 2.1.1 discusses a conventional model composed of a rectangular dielectric sam-
ple (slab) located in a rectangular waveguide. The slab is made of a material whose dielectric
constant is to be measured (see Fig. 2.1). It is assumed that the dielectric slab is homogeneous
and the waveguide walls are perfectly conducting. These assumptions appreciably simplify
the mathematical model of the measurement model – it is possible to obtain simple analytical
expressions for the calculation of S11 while not causing any significant discrepancies with ex-
perimental results. The waveguide is assumed to be a standard rectangular waveguide WR-90
with a width equal to 22.86 mm, and measurements are made at 10 GHz.

Throughout the Thesis, the curve |S11(ε
′
r,mut)| (and similarly for other models) is termed

the model measurement curve. As follows from Formula (2.2), the steepness of this curve,
which is characterized by the derivative of |S11| with respect to ε′r,mut, ∂|S11|

∂ε′r,mut
=

(
∂ε′r,mut
∂|S11|

)−1

,
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is what ultimately determines how large the total measurement uncertainty will be, since the
contribution of each model parameter is inversely proportional to the value of this quantity.

In the Thesis, the derivative εr,mut,
∂|S11|
∂εr,mut

is referred to as themeasurement model sensitiv-

ity coefficient. This coefficient clearly shows that in the value ranges where the measurement
curve is almost parallel to the argument axis (the steepness of the curve is very low), it is actually
impossible to measure the dielectric constant with this model, as the measurement uncertainty
will be very large.

z

TE10

dmut

x

Fig. 2.1. The conventional single slabs waveguide measurement model.

The following expressions are for the scattering matrix entries of the model involving a
single dielectric slab in a rectangular waveguide (or transmission line):

S11 =
Rmut(1− T 2

mut)

1−R2
mutT

2
mut

(2.4)

where
Tmut = e−jk̃dmut – the transmission coefficient;
Rmut = (k̃0 − k̃)/(k̃0 + k̃) – the interfacial reflection coefficient at slab faces;

k̃0 =
√
k2
0 − (π/a)2 – the TE10 mode waveguide wavenumber in the air-filled region, 1/m;

k̃ =
√
k2
0εr,mut − (π/a)2 – the TE10 mode waveguide wavenumber in the dielectric-filled

region, 1/m;
k0 = 2πf/c – the free space wavenumber, 1/m;
εr,mut = ε′r,mut (1− j tan δmut) – the complex dielectric constant in the dielectric-filled region.

Figure 2.2 shows the calculated |S11| plotted against the dielectric constant of the MUT
sample, ε′r,mut – a flat-faced slab filling the entire waveguide cross-section. In the figure, the
dielectric constant measurement uncertainty is indicated by ∆ε′r,mut.

In Fig. 2.2 the widths of the red and blue horizontal bars are equal to the widths of the
confidence interval of |S11| values, which are chosen to be ∆|S11| = 0.01.

The width of the red vertical bar is equal to the confidence interval of the measured MUT
sample dielectric constant when its actual value and the loss tangent value are equal to ε′r,mut =
4.3 and tan δmut = 0.003, respectively.

The width of the blue vertical bar is equal to the confidence interval width for the measured
value dielectric constant in the case when the actual value of theMUT dielectric constant and the
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MUT loss tangent are assumed to be equal to ε′r,mut = 10.2 and tan δmut = 0.0023, respectively.
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Fig. 2.2. |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut and the confidence intervals calculated for the model
involving a single slab in a rectangular waveguide at different ε′r,mut values.

As can be seen in Fig. 2.2, the uncertainty of the dielectric constant measurements depends
on the expected (actual) value of the dielectric constant, and it may differ by an order of magni-
tude.

In addition, its value depends on the steepness of the measurement curve – for values of ε′r,mut
giving high steepness of the measurement curve, the measurement uncertainty is greater than
for those which provide low curve steepness. This means that the suitability of the conventional
measurement model can be deduced just by visually inspecting the plot of the measurement

curve derivative
∂|S11|
∂ε′r,mut

.

Figure 2.3 shows |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut calculated for two samples of the same MUT
with different thicknesses: dmut = 2.5mm and dmut = 0.635mm. The MUT is assumed to have
the actual value of the dielectric constant equal to ε′r,mut = 10.2, while the loss tangent value for
the sample is tan δmut = 0.0023.

The curves of the calculated |S11(ε
′
r,mut)| plotted in Fig. 2.3 show that there is a significant

dependence of the dielectric constantmeasurement uncertainty on the thickness of theMUT slab.
The calculation results show that for the slab with dmut = 2.5mm, the width of the confidence
interval for the dielectric constant values is more than four times larger than in the case of the
slab thickness dmut = 0.635mm. From this, it follows that the measurement uncertainty can be
reduced by changing the thickness of theMUT sample; however, thismay also result in increased
uncertainty. Moreover, this approach to uncertainty reduction is not always permissible, e.g.,
when the finished product is to be measured, and it is challenging to process ceramic dielectrics
without expensive precision machining equipment.
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The results, as well as the expressions for the evaluation of |S11|, show that |S11| depends on
dmut/λ. It is assumed that the measurements are performed at a fixed frequency f = 10GHz, as
required by many standards.
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Fig. 2.3. |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut and the confidence intervals at two different dr,mut.

Subsection 2.1.2 discusses the conventional model consisting of a homogeneous MUT sam-
ple, which is geometrically a flat slab with infinite transverse dimensions and finite thickness
located in free space. The slab is oriented so that its broader faces are perpendicular to the
direction of the incident plane wave propagation; alternatively, it is assumed that the plane elec-
tromagnetic wave is incident normally on the slab. These assumptions greatly simplify themath-
ematical model of the measurement model - allow for obtaining compact analytical expressions
for the calculation of |S11|, giving results that do not cause any significant discrepancy with ex-
perimental results obtained for a slab with the same thickness, but finite transverse dimensions.
The geometry of the model under study is illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

plane wave

dmut

MUT

x

z

Fig. 2.4. The conventional single slab free space measurement model.
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Figure 2.5 shows calculated |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut for two slabs with equal thicknesses
dmut = 2.0mm, but two different values of ε′r,mut (see curves indicated in Fig. 2.3). Meanwhile,
the curves plotted in Fig. 2.6 are obtained for the MUT, whose parameters are the same as those
in Fig. 2.2, except for the thickness that is varied in this case.
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Fig. 2.5. |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut and the confidence intervals at two different ε′r,mut.
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Fig. 2.6. |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut and the confidence intervals at two different dr,mut.
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The results are obtained for two MUT samples with different thicknesses equal to dmut =

2.5mm and dmut = 0.635mm, respectively. It is assumed that the measurement frequency is
fixed at f = 10GHz and that the MUT dielectric constant and the MUT loss tangent is the same
for both samples and are set equal to ε′r,mut = 30.0 and tan δmut = 0.00067, respectively.

The results are similar to those of the conventional waveguide model – the measurement
uncertainty is significantly affected by both ε′r,mut, dmut and frequency.

The expressions for the calculation of |S11| for the free space waveguidemeasurement model
differ slightly from those of the waveguide measurement model, and therefore, the results of the
numerical calculations are different, which means that the results of the measurement models
with the MUT slab in the waveguide and the MUT slab in the free space must be treated sepa-
rately.

Subsection 2.2 discusses a conventional model comprising a dielectric cylindrical sample
made of MUT placed in a rectangular waveguide. It is also assumed that the dielectric cylin-
der is homogeneous, its height is the same as that of the waveguide, its axis is parallel to the
narrower waveguide wall, and the walls of the waveguide are perfectly electrically conducting.
For this model, the quantity |S11| is calculated using the Sahalos-Abdulnour mode-matching
method adapted to structures composed of cylindrical dielectric full-height rods in a rectangular
waveguide [18].

The geometry of the model under consideration is shown in Fig. 2.7.
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x

Fig. 2.7. The geometry of the conventional single rod waveguide measurement model.

The results are similar to those of the conventional waveguide model – the measurement
uncertainty is significantly affected by ε′r,mut, dmut and also frequency. Figure 2.8 shows the
calculated |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut, as well as the measurement uncertainty calculated for
two samples made of different dielectric materials with the same dielectric constant and loss
tangent values as in the case of the model whose analysis results are presented in Fig. 2.2. Both
cylindrical samples have the same radius rmut = 2.5mm

Additionally, the calculations for the two cylindrical samples of the same MUT with differ-
ent radii show that, similar to the previous cases, the measurement uncertainty depends on the
sample radius and frequency.
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Fig. 2.8. |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut and confidence intervals calculated for the model
involving a cylindrical rod in a rectangular waveguide, at two different ε′r,mut.
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2.3. Extended Multi-slab Measurement Models for the Waveguide Method

In Chapter 3 of the Thesis, extended measurement models developed by the author are dis-
cussed. The models are composed of a dielectric slab with a dielectric constant to measured
(MUT slab) and one or two additional slabs employed to construct two-slab or three-slab mea-
surement models.

Subsection 3.1. provides a brief overview of the use of extended measurement models and
their optimization. Only a few such models have been proposed to date - mainly by E. J. Roth-
well, and his students [2], [3]. Furthermore, there have been practically no studies on the con-
struction of optimal models – models optimized in terms of sensitivity, in situations where con-
ventional dielectric constant measurement models for a specific MUT sample do not ensure
sufficiently high sensitivity. The conventional measurement slab model for the waveguide is
a model comprising only a MUT slab made of the material whose dielectric constant is to be
determined.

In Subsection 3.2, the measurement model proposed by the author is described and inves-
tigated. The model is composed of two slabs – the MUT slab and the second, additional slabs
designed to increase the sensitivity of the measurement model. The two slabs are placed in a
rectangular waveguide at a specific distance from each other. The faces of the slabs are parallel
and oriented normally to the direction of the incident wave propagation. The measurement fre-
quency is assumed to be fixed (as many standards require) and, in this case, is chosen to be 10
GHz. It is also assumed that the dielectric slabs are homogeneous and the waveguide walls are
perfectly electrically conducting.

The waveguide is a standard rectangular waveguide WR-90 with an operating range of 8.20
to 12.40GHz. This means that there is a single-mode regime in the waveguide – only the wave
type TE10 propagates. The geometry of themodel is depicted in Fig. 2.10. The above-mentioned
assumptions significantly simplify the mathematical model of the measurement model – they al-
low for deriving compact closed-form expressions for the calculation of S11 while guaranteeing
an acceptably small discrepancy between the actual results and the ones calculated with the aid
of these expressions.
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Fig. 2.10. The geometry of the two-slab waveguide measurement model.

If the interval of possible dielectric constant values coincides or overlaps with a low-
sensitivity region of the conventional measurement model, the measurement uncertainty will
be substantial. To mitigate this problem, one needs to alter the shape of the measurement curve
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so that the sensitivity coefficient of the extended measurement model
∂|S11|
∂ε′r,mut

is sufficiently

large in the interval of possible values of the measured quantity. The main idea of the proposed
methodology is to achieve a significant reduction of measurement uncertainty by increasing

the steepness of the curve, thereby increasing the measurement sensitivity,
∂|S11|
∂ε′r,mut

. Here ε′r,mut
denotes the relative dielectric constant of the material to be measured. In the calculations,
it is assumed that performing measurements in the region where the value of |S11| is less
than 0.1 − 0.2 is not desirable, as for small values of |S11| the corresponding measurement
uncertainty is larger. The large uncertainty results from the very high sensitivity of the model
to the distance between slabs and the accuracy of the slab thickness measurements.

Calculations show that the sensitivity of the measurement model can be increased by using
an extended two-slab measurement model involving two slabs, one of which has a known die-
lectric constant, and the dielectric constant of the other slab (MUT slab) needs to be determined
(measured).

In the Thesis, formulas are derived for the calculation of the scattering matrix element S11

and its magnitude |S11|. Also, the software has been developed for calculating the sensitivity
coefficient of the conventional models, ccl = ∂|S11|

∂ε′r,mut
, as well as one of the extended models

cex = ∂|S11|
∂ε′r,mut

. The software also solves the inverse problem to extract the dielectric constant of
the MUT, ε′r,mut, from a given value of |S11|.

The measurement uncertainty u(ε′r,mut), when u|S11| and other input parameter measurement
uncertainties are known, can also be calculated using the developed software. Therefore, the
software is capable of finding optimal dimensions of the extended models to achieve higher
sensitivity than that of the conventional measurement models.

For constructing and evaluating the extended models, a procedure has been developed and
validated. The proposed dielectric constant measurement procedure comprises the following six
steps:

1. Insert a MUT sample with the dielectric constant to be found, ε′r,mut into the rectangular
waveguide, and measure the magnitude of the scattering matrix element |S11|. Then from
the measured value of |S11|, ε′r,mut is retrieved by solving the inverse problem. Note that it
is assumed that the MUT losses characterized by tan δmut are measured beforehand or are
given in the relevant documentation.

2. Use ε′r,mut calculated in the previous step, to find the sensitivity coefficient of the mea-
surement model ccl = ∂|S11|

∂ε′r,mut
and evaluate the suitability of the conventional measurement

model:

a) if the conventional model can provide sufficiently high measurement accuracy, as
the sensitivity of the model is sufficient, ccl > 1 (but a higher sensitivity can also be
requested), then no additional measures need to be taken;

b) if the sensitivity of the measurement model is low, ccl < 1, then an extended model
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is created by adding another dielectric slab with known dimensions and dielectric
constant to the MUT slab in the conventional model.

3. Select an auxiliary slab with a known dielectric constant ε′r,aux and the loss tangent (it
would be wiser to choose a ready-made product whose parameters are specified by the
manufacturer). Find the distance between theMUT slab and the auxiliary slab, dint, as well
as the thickness of the additional slab, daux, which provides the highest possible sensitivity
of the extended measurement model cex = ∂|S11|

∂ε′r,mut
in the range of possible values of the

measured MUT dielectric constant.

4. If for the chosen auxiliary slab it is not possible to find dint and daux such that the sensitivity
coefficient of the extended model is sufficiently large to reach cex, then the MUT with
another ε′r,aux should be chosen, and Step 3 of the algorithm should be repeated.

5. To make it possible to utilize manufactured ready-to-use slabs as auxiliary slabs, an aux-
iliary slab is selected for the extended model whose thickness daux is closest to that calcu-
lated in Step 3.

6. cex of the created model is calculated, and in case it is sufficient, the model construction
procedure is terminated.

Since it is impossible to produce auxiliary slabs with dimensions that perfectly match the
calculated optimal dimensions, it is assumed that auxiliary slabs with different thickness values
that differ by 0.01 mm are utilized; consequently, in Step 3 of the procedure, only these values
are considered.

Numerical analysis shows that by using the method of extended models, it is practically al-
ways possible to achieve higher model sensitivity, even in those intervals of dielectric constant
values, where the conventional measurement model involving only the MUT slab exhibits unac-
ceptably low sensitivity. Numerical calculations show that for large values of ε′r,mut in the central
parts of the low-sensitivity regions, the improvements achieved via the use of the auxiliary slabs
are not always sufficiently large and decrease with increasing ε′r,mut.

In the numerical simulations of the extended two-slab model, it is assumed that the material
under study is the high-frequency ceramic Arlon AD1000 [19], which is extensively employed
at high-frequencies as substrates for printed antennas, filters, etc. The material has low losses
at high frequencies. The data provided in the manufacturer’s documentation are as follows:
dielectric constant – 10.2 and loss tangent 0.003 at a frequency of 10 GHz. The documentation
states that these quantities were measured by the IPC-TM-650 method [20]. In the description
of the method, only the uncertainty of the dielectric constant measurements is specified, but it is
not specified for the loss tangent, and therefore its value is chosen based on the average available
data of other measurements.

For the auxiliary slab, the material Arlon AD430with dielectric constant 4.3 and loss tangent
equal to 0.003 is chosen [23]. Thismaterial is alsowidely used in various high-frequency devices
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due to low losses and high thermal stability, and unlike other high-frequency ceramic materials,
it is not so brittle, which simplifies mechanical processing and the sample preparation process.

It is also assumed that for both models |S11| is measured using a vector network analyzer
P5024B. The analyzer is assumed to be calibrated with calibration standard 85050C (TRL). The
calibration method is (Full Two Port Calibrations). The measurement uncertainty after calibra-
tion is calculated using a special program Keysight VNA Uncertainty Calculator intended for
evaluating the measurement uncertainty after calibration, and the calculated |S11| measurement
uncertainty as a function of |S11| is displayed in Fig. 2.11.
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Fig. 2.11. u|S11| as a function of |S11| for Vector Network Analyzer Keysight P5024B.

As can be seen, it increases as the value of |S11| increases.
It is assumed that the thicknesses of the slabs, the width of the broader wall of the waveg-

uide, and the distance between the slabs are measured with a digital caliper [21]. The extended
measurement uncertainty of the caliper (it is specified in relevant documentation of the digital
caliper) is 0.02 mm, which corresponds to the standard uncertainty of 0.01 mm.

The uncertainty of the constant dielectric measurements is evaluated using two methods:
the error propagation method (EPM) and the Monte Carlo method (MCM). EPM allows for the
estimation of only the standard deviation because it is based on a linear approximation of the
measurement model. MCM is more accurate because it takes into account the situation when the
measurement model is non-linear and estimates not only the standard uncertainty but also the
mean value, which, in general, may differ from the actual value. It has been shown that even by
averaging over an infinite sample of dielectric constant values, it is impossible to determine the
actual value even unless the systematic component of themeasurement uncertainty is completely
eliminated from the model. This difference results from the non-linearity of the measurement
model – the more pronounced the non-linearity, the greater the difference, and moreover, its
presence is practically inevitable and unavoidable.
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The parameters of the considered two-slab model are summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1
Two-slab waveguide model parameters

Model Parameter Symbol Value Uncertainty
MUT dielectric constant ε′r,mut 10.2 –

MUT loss tangent tan δmut 0.0023 1.15 · 10−4

Dielectric constant of the auxiliary slab ε′r,aux 4.3 0.043
Auxiliary slab loss tangent tan δaux 0.003 5.0 · 10−5

MUT slab thickness dmut 2.5 mm 0.01 mm
Auxiliary slab thickness daux 3.8 mm 0.01 mm

Interslab distance dint 20 mm 0.01 mm
Frequency f 10 GHz 35 MHz

Waveguide width a 22.86 mm 0.01 mm

Figure 2.12 shows |S11| as a function ε′r,mut, and the widths of the confidence intervals cal-
culated for the conventional (KMMVM) and extended (DMMVM) models. As can be seen, the
extended model gives about 6.2 times smaller width of the confidence interval than in the case
of the conventional model. This is a good justification for the chosen approach, which is based
on reducing the measurement uncertainty via extending conventional measurement models.
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Fig. 2.12. |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut and the widths of confidence intervals for
conventional (CSWM) and for extended (ETSWM) models.

Figure 2.13 shows the standard uncertainty as a function of ε′r,mut for the conventional (KM-
MVM) and extended (DMMVM) models. The missing regions of the curve correspond to mea-
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surement model parameter value ranges where the MCM estimation fails. This failure results
from the fact that for more than 10% of the MCM realizations |S11| takes values greater than the
maximum possible |S11|. The maximum value of |S11|, in turn, is determined by the definition
of this quantity, as well as VNA capabilities. Such situations arise when the MCM method is
employed, and the actual value of the dielectric constant lies in a low-sensitivity region of the
measurement model.
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Fig. 2.13. The standard uncertainty as a function of ε′r,mut for the conventional (CSWM)
and the extended (ETSWM) models.

Section 3.3 describes the generalization of the two-slab model, namely, the three-slab model.
Although it was previously concluded that the sensitivity of the measurement model could be
increased using a relatively simple two-slab model, when the measurements are to be performed
for a fixed slab thickness (non-destructive measurement) at a fixed frequency, this model has a
number of shortcomings that manifest themselves in the practical realization of the model.

One of the disadvantages of the two-slab model is the problem of ensuring the optimal sep-
aration between slabs, since, in practice, it is difficult to position the slabs so that the distance
between them is equal to the calculated optimal distance, and it is also difficult to measure this
distance.

Additional problems are caused by the fact that slabs with a small thickness are very difficult
to place so that their broader faces are normal to the wave propagation direction. Even a slight
shift in the slab position can cause a difference between the calculated and measured results.
This circumstance is less important when measuring relatively thick slabs, but in such a model,
the air gaps between the slab faces and the waveguide walls and their effect on the measurement
results must be taken into account – the greater the thickness of the slab, the greater the effect
of the air-gap on the measurement accuracy. In practice, the effect of the air gap is typically
reduced by using special pastes with high conductivity.

In order to mitigate the above-mentioned problem, the author proposes to use a three-slab
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model (see Fig. 2.14), in which, in contrast to the two-slab model, there is another dielectric
auxiliary slab between the two slabs (the auxiliary slab and the slab to be measured). The slabs
in this model are arranged so that there are no air gaps between them. The main advantage of
the three-slab model is the ability to establish the thickness of the middle slab and, therefore,
the distance between the outer slabs with higher accuracy.
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Fig. 2.14. The geometry of the three-slab waveguide measurement model.

In the analysis of the extended model, it is assumed that slab thickness could not take arbi-
trary values for the selection of the optimal case. To make it possible to test the model experi-
mentally, the thickness of the auxiliary slabs in the extended three-slab model may take only a
discrete set of values with the step size of 0.01mm, so that it would be possible to create these
slabs with the calculated thicknesses.

The calculated parameters of the constructed extended three-slab model with improved sen-
sitivity, including the MUT parameters, are summarized Table 2.2.

Table 2.2
Three-slab waveguide model parameters

Model Parameter Symbol Value Uncertainty
MUT dielectric constant ε′r,mut 10.2 –

MUT loss tangent tan δmut 0.0023 1.15 · 10−4

Dielectric constant of the auxiliary slab ε′r,aux 4.3 0.043
Auxiliary slab loss tangent tan δaux 0.003 5.0 · 10−5

Dielectric constant of the middle slab ε′r,int 2.2 0.022
Middle slab loss tangent tan δint 0.0009 5.0 · 10−5

MUT slab thickness dmut 2.5 mm 0.01 mm
Auxiliary slab thickness daux 7.0 mm 0.01 mm
Middle slab thickness dint 7.1 mm 0.01 mm

Frequency f 10 GHz 35 MHz
Waveguide width a 22.86 mm 0.01 mm

Figure 2.15 shows |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut, and the widths of the confidence intervals for
the conventional (KMMVM) and the extended three-slabs (TMMVM) models. As can be seen,
the extended model gives about 2.5 times smaller confidence interval width.
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Fig. 2.15. |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut and the widths of the confidence intervals for the
conventional (CSWM) and the extended (ETrSWM) models.

Figure 2.16 presents the standard dielectric constant measurement uncertainty plotted
against ε′r,mut for the conventional (KMMVM) and extended (TMMVM) models.
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Fig. 2.16. The standard uncertainty as a function of ε′r,mut for the conventional (CSWM)
and the extended (ETrSWM) models.
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2.4. Extended Multi-slab Measurement Models for the Free Space Method

Chapter 4 of the Thesis describes the construction, analysis, and optimization of extended
free space slab measurement models.

It is assumed that the incident wave is a plane wave and that the dielectric slabs have an in-
finite width and height. In the measurement model being examined, the wave is incident on the
slabs perpendicular to their surface (normal incidence). These assumptions significantly sim-
plify the analysis, since the analytical mathematical expressions can be used for the calculation
of |S11|.

The free space method is widely used in non-destructive measurements of slabs. However,
the method does not ensure high accuracy, as in real-life measurements, slabs of finite transverse
dimensions must be used. For the method to provide adequate measurement accuracy, the MUT
slab transverse dimensions (slab width and height) must be sufficiently large. In the scientific
literature, it is generally considered sufficient that the width and height of the slabs should be
at least three wavelengths. If the dimensions of the sample are not sufficiently large, the slab
edge diffraction effect may significantly affect measurement results. Nevertheless, there are
effective techniques to reduce the diffraction effects, e.g., placing ferrite absorbers at the edges
of the sample.

As before, it is assumed that measurements are made with a calibrated VNA P5024B (two-
port calibration method). For this measurement device, the uncertainty of the reflection coeffi-
cient is, on average, around 0.003.

In Section 4.2. the two-slab model of the free space method is studied. In the calculation
example, a high-frequency ceramic with the actual value of the dielectric constant of 30 and the
loss tangent of 6.67 · 10−5 is chosen as the material to be measured [22]. Dielectric material
Arlon AD1000 [19] with a dielectric constant of 10.2 and a loss tangent equal to 0.0023 is
chosen for the auxiliary slab. The geometry of the two-slab model under consideration is shown
in Fig. 2.17.
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Fig. 2.17. The geometry of the two-slab free space measurement model.

Parameter estimation for the two-slab free space measurement model was performed to im-
prove the sensitivity of the conventional model. The calculated parameters of the measurement
model are presented in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3
Two-slab free space model parameters

Model Parameter Symbol Value Uncertainty
MUT dielectric constant ε′r,mut 30 –

MUT loss tangent tan δmut 6.67 · 10−5 3.33 · 10−6

Dielectric constant of the auxiliary slab ε′r,aux 10.2 0.0102
Auxiliary slab loss tangent tan δaux 0.0023 5.0 · 10−5

MUT slab thickness dmut 2.0 mm 0.01 mm
Auxiliary slab thickness daux 2.6 mm 0.01 mm

Interslab distance dint 13.1 mm 0.01 mm
Frequency f 10 GHz 35 MHz

Figure 2.18 shows
∣∣S11(ε

′
r,mut)

∣∣ as a function ε′r,mut for the conventional and the extended
models, as well as the corresponding measurement uncertainties. As can be observed, the sensi-
tivity of the extendedmodel is considerably higher (which in this case is approximately 5.8 times
higher), thereby resulting in a significant reduction of the MUT dielectric constant measurement
uncertainty u(ε′r,mut).
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Fig. 2.18. |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut, and the confidence interval widths for the
conventional (CSFSM) and the extended (ETSFSM) models.

Figure 2.19 shows u(ε′r,mut) plotted as a function ε′ textr,mut of the MUT dielectric constant
for the conventional and extended models. The explanation of the results is similar to that for
the results in Fig. 2.13.
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Fig. 2.19. The standard uncertainty as a function of the interslab distance for the
conventional (CSFSM) and the extended (ETSFSM) models.

Section 4.2 discusses a generalization of the two-slab free space model – a three-slab model.
Similar to thewaveguidemodel, the free-space two-slabmodel also allows for achieving a higher
sensitivity of the measured quantity |S11| to small variations in the interslab distance than that of
the conventional free-space model involving a single slab only. However, due to the fact that the
size of the sample, in this case, is sufficiently large, this problem can be mitigated with the aid
of specialized sample holders designed to ensure relatively accurate positioning of the slabs but
are, unfortunately, quite expensive equipment and would be more costly. In this case, a solution
similar to that for the waveguide model is proposed and studied. The study is similar to that of
the three-slab waveguide model – an additional dielectric slab is placed between the main slabs.
The slabs are arranged so that there are no gaps between them.

The geometry of the three-slab model under consideration is illustrated in Fig. 2.20.
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Fig. 2.20. The geometry of the three-slab free space measurement model.

The model parameter estimation for the extended free-space three-slab measurement model
was performed with a view to improving the sensitivity of the conventional model. The param-
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eters of the model known as a result of the calculation are summarized in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4

Three-slab free space model parameters
Model Parameter Symbol Value Uncertainty

MUT dielectric constant ε′r,mut 30 –

MUT loss tangent tan δmut 6.67 · 10−5 3.33 · 10−6

Dielectric constant of the auxiliary slab ε′r,aux 10.2 0.0102
Auxiliary slab loss tangent tan δaux 0.0023 5 · 10−5

Dielectric constant of the middle slab ε′r,int 2.2 0.022
Middle slab loss tangent tan δint 0.0009 5 · 10−5

MUT slab thickness dmut 2.4 mm 0.01 mm
Auxiliary slab thickness daux 5.7 mm 0.01 mm
Middle slab thickness dint 9.6 mm 0.01 mm

Frequency f 10 GHz 35 MHz

Figure 2.21 shows |S11(ε
′
r,mut)| as a function of ε′r,mut and the corresponding measurement

uncertainties for the conventional and extended three-slab models. From the figure, it is evident
that the sensitivity of the expanded model (its parameters are presented in Table 2.4) is apprecia-
bly higher. The result is a considerable reduction in the MUT dielectric constant measurements
uncertainty, u(ε′r,mut), which in this case is approximately 3.5 times smaller than in the case of
the conventional model.
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Fig. 2.21. |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut, and the confidence interval widths for the
conventional (CSFSM) and the extended (ETrSFSM) models.

It is worth noting that the increase in the measurement sensitivity achieved with the use of
the extended models and the corresponding reduction in the measurement uncertainty compared
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to the conventional model becomes smaller as ε′r,mut increases, which in this case is 30.0. Thus,
in measuring the MUT with a low dielectric constant, the three-slab models outperform their
conventional counterparts in measurement accuracy, which is an undeniable advantage of the
extended models.

Figure 2.22 indicates the measurement uncertainty, u(ε′r,mut), as a function of ε′r,mut for the
conventional and extended three-slab model MUT. However, in constant to its two-slab coun-
terpart, the three-slab model fails to provide smaller measurement uncertainty, even though its
model sensitivity is considerably higher.
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Fig. 2.22. The standard uncertainty as a function of the interslab distance for the
conventional (CSFSM) and the extended (ETrSFSM) models.

2.5. Extended Two-Rod Measurement Model for the Waveguide Method

Chapter 5 of the Thesis describes the construction, optimization, and analysis of extended
measurement models involving two cylindrical dielectric rods in a rectangular waveguide. One
of these rods is made of a low-loss material under investigation (MUT) whose dielectric constant
is to be determined from the measured |S11|. The second rod is an auxiliary rod whose dimen-
sions and material properties are known a priori (found by means of the model optimization
procedure). Measurements are performed at a fixed frequency chosen so that only the domi-
nant mode can propagate in the waveguide. The distance between the rods and the radius of the
auxiliary rod are treated as model optimization parameters. The fast integral equation method
developed by the author is utilized to solve the forward scattering problem, as it gives accurate
results while requiring significantly less computing time than other methods. The fast calcula-
tion method is described in Chapter 6.

The geometry of the two-rod waveguide model is shown in Fig. 2.23. The parameters of the
two-rod measurement model under study are summarized in Table 2.5.
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Fig. 2.23. The geometry of the extended two-rod waveguide measurement model.

Table 2.5
Two-rod waveguide model parameters

Model Parameter Symbol Value Uncertainty
MUT dielectric constant ε′r,mut 10.2 –

MUT loss tangent tan δmut 0.0023 1.15 · 10−4

Dielectric constant of the auxiliary rod ε′r,aux 4.3 0.043
Auxiliary rod loss tangent tan δaux 0.003 5.0 · 10−5

MUT rod radius rmut 2.5 mm 0.01 mm
Auxiliary rod radius raux 5.7 mm 0.01 mm
Interrod distance dint 8.6 mm 0.01 mm

Frequency f 10 GHz 35 MHz
Waveguide width a 22.86 mm 0.01 mm

Figure 2.24 shows the calculated |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut and the corresponding mea-
surement uncertainties.
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Fig. 2.24. |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut and the confidence intervals for the conventional
(CSRWM) and the extended (ETRWM) models.
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The measurement uncertainty u(ε′r,mut) of the extended model (model parameters are sum-
marized in Table 2.5) is appreciably smaller than that of the conventional model (measured by
MUT ε′r,mut).

Note that the computation time required for the forward problem solving (|S11(ε
′
r,mut)|) for

models involving rods in the waveguide is considerably larger than for models with slabs in the
waveguide. Without the fast integral equation method developed by the author (described in
Chapter 6), the MCM-based measurement uncertainty analysis for the two-rod model would be
practically impossible due to the prohibitively large computational burden.

The measurement uncertainty u(ε′r,mut) as a function of ε′r,mut calculated for the conventional
(MUT only) and extended three-slab models is shown in Fig. 2.25. The discussion of the results
obtained for this model is similar to that in Fig. 2.13. In addition, the results displayed in this
figure clearly show that there are several ranges of the dielectric constant values (low sensitivity
regions), where it is practically impossible to make adequate dielectric constant measurements.
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Fig. 2.25. The standard uncertainty as a function of ε′r,mut for the conventional (CSRWM)
and the extended (ETRWM) models.

2.6. Fast Integral Equation Method

Chapter 6 of the Thesis describes a fast and accurate method developed by the author to
analyze the multi-rod waveguide measurement model. The model is composed of two circular
cylindrical dielectric rods, one of which is made of the MUT, while the other one has known
CP and is intended for the optimization of the measurement model. The rods are arranged so
that their axes are parallel to the side walls of the waveguide. Calculations and a comparative
analysis carried out herein demonstrated that the computational method developed by the au-
thor significantly accelerates the measurement uncertainty estimation process, as it is capable
of calculating the forward scattering problem considerably faster than existing commercially
available software, such as Ansys HFSS.
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The proposed calculation method is, in essence, the boundary surface integral equation
method. Both weighting and basis functions are approximated by sufficiently simple functions
such as polynomials. However, if the considered object has a simple (canonical) shape, such as
cylindrical, spherical or elliptical, the fields on the surfaces can be expressed in terms of the so-
called Entire Domain Basis Functions, which are typically, solutions to the relevant differential
equation, as well as satisfy the relevant boundary conditions, e.g., for the treatment of cylindrical
objects the most suitable conditions are the periodic ones, as they are completely natural.

In the proposed method, the integral equations relating the fields on the rod surfaces are
discretized and for the resulting integrals to be evaluated to determine the system matrix entries
can be evaluated analytically. However, the integration results in infinite Schlömilch series that
converge very slowly, thereby significantly deteriorating the overall efficiency of the method.
To overcome this problem, one needs to speed up the convergence of these series, which in the
present Thesis is achieved by using the Ewald method [24] that for a long time has mainly been
utilized to accelerate the calculation of periodic lattice potentials, and only recently it has gained
popularity in the microwave community, as it proves to be one of the most efficient methods for
the calculations of Schlömilch series along the same lines. It is assumed that the waveguide is
operated in a single-mode regime. A possible geometry of the structure under consideration is
shown in Fig. 2.26. In the general case the rectangular waveguide contains P layered or solid
rods and pi refers to the number of layers of the i-th cylinder.
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Fig. 2.26. An example of the considered structures – two layered cylinders in a rectangular
waveguide [25].

Thewaveguide is assumed to operate in amodewhere only the dominantmode can propagate
in it. To find the fields resulting from the interaction of the dominant mode with the set of rods,
the following surface integral equation must be solved:

E i
y (ro) = Ey (ro)−

∮
L

(
Ey (rs)

∂G(ro, rs)

∂n
+ jZ0k0Hφ (rs)G (ro, rs)

)
dls, (2.5)

where
G (ro, rs) – the Green’s function of the waveguide;
E i

y (rs) – the incident electric field, V/m;
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Z0 – the free space intrinsic impedance, Ω;
k0 – the wave number in free space, 1/m;
Ey (r) – the tangential components of the total electric field, V/m;
Hφ (r) – the tangential components of the total magnetic field, A/m.

Here, the Green’s function and the above fields are only considered on the rod surfaces,
L = {L1 ∪ . . . ∪ LP}, where Li is i-th rod surface.

In order to find the unknown functions Ey (r) and Hφ (r), it is necessary to transform the
Equation (3.3) into the so-called weak form by multiplying both sides of the equation with
testing functions Th,{i}

(
φ{i}

)
= e−jhφ{i} , h = −N,−N +1, ..., N and integrating over each Li,

i = 1, 2, ..., P .
Then, by approximating the electric Ey

(
r{j}, φ{j}

)
and the magnetic Hφ

(
r{j}, φ{j}

)
fields

on the surface of the j-th cylinder with the basis functions ejnφ{i} , n = −N,−N + 1, . . . , N

with unknown expansion coefficients Ẽn,{j} and H̃n,{j}, one eventually obtains the following
expressions for the coefficients of the system matrix submatrices ZH

ij and ZE
ij

zHij;(h+N+1)(n+N+1) = −jZ0

(
S−
n−h − (−1)nS+

−(n+h)

)
Jh(k0r0,{i})Jn(k0r0,{j}),

zEij;(h+N+1)(n+N+1) =
(
S−
n−h − (−1)nS+

−(n+h)

)
Jh(k0r0,{i})J

′
n(k0r0,{j}), (2.6)

where
S±
l = jk0π2r0,{i}r0,{j}

+∞∑
m=−∞

H
(2)
l (k0r

±
m,i,j)ejlφ

±
m – the Schlömilch series of the l-th order;

r0,{i} – radius of the i-th rod, m;
Jn(x) – n-th order Bessel function;
H

(2)
n (x) – n-th order Hankel function of the second kind;

r±m,i,j =
√
(x0,{i} ± x0,{j} + 2am)2 + (z0,{i} − z0,{j})

2;
φ±
m = arctan ((x0,{i} ± x0,{j} + 2am)/(z0,{i} − z0,{j})).

By solving the resulting system of equations, the approximation coefficients of the fields are
obtained, from which the elements of the scattering matrix can be easily obtained by integrating
over the surface of each cylinder. In this case, the integrals can be found analytically using the
Jacobi-Anger expansion. It is worth noting that the expansion converges not only for the real
angles but also for the complex angles, which arise when calculating the generalized scattering
parameters. To accelerate the series evaluation, the initial series is divided into two sub-series,
one being rapidly converging, whereas the other series converges dramatically slowly but can
be significantly accelerated by means of the Poisson summation method. The expressions S+

l

and S−
l can be obtained from the expressions S+

0 and S−
0 using recursions formulas for Hankel

functions [24].
To find the relation between the tangential components of the magnetic and electric fields

on the surface of the j-th rod, the fields in the rod layers are expressed in terms of a series of
cylindrical functions, since these functions satisfy the homogeneous Helmholtz equation in the
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cylindrical coordinate system and are therefore the most suitable to field approximations in the
present case. The relation between the field approximation coefficientsAn,{j} andBn,{j} can be
found by equating the tangential components of the fields on the surface of the j-th rod layer
and exploiting the orthogonality with respect to φ{j}. By doing so, one obtains infinitely many
systems of uncoupled equations, each of which includes only the n-th unknown coefficient for
all layers of the rod. Then, gn,{j} = Bn,{j}/An,{j} is found using the following recurrence
relation obtained by successively eliminating all the unknown expansion coefficients except for
An,{j} and Bn,{j} from the n-th set of equations, starting with the inner layer:

gn,{j,o} =
k̃{j,o}Jn−1(k̃{j,o})Qn,{j,o}(k̃{j,(o−1)})− k̃{j,(o−1)}Jn(k̃{j,o})Q(n−1),{j,o}(k̃{j,(o−1)})

k̃{j,(o−1)}Yn(k̃{j,o})Q(n−1),{j,o}(k̃{j,(o−1)})− k̃{j,o}Yn−1(k̃{j,o})Qn,{j,o}(k̃{j,(o−1)})
,

(2.7)
where

Qn,{j,o}(x) = Jn(x) + gn,{j,(o−1)}Yn(x);
k̃{j,l} = k{j,l}r{j,(o−1)};
gn,{j,1} = 0;
k{j,o} – the wavenumber in the o-th layer of the j-th rod;
An,{j,o} and Bn,{j,o} – unknown approximation coefficients.

To accelerate the convergence of the Schlömilch series, the integral along the imaginary axis
is divided into two integrals via deforming the integration contour. This approach results in two
rapidly converging series. In this case, the parameter α is a positive real number that allows for
controlling the convergence of the two series. The integration contour is deformed so that the
resulting one comprises two straight line segments, one of which is the segment of a straight line
joining the origin and the point that corresponds to number α2, whereas the second one is a ray
emerging from point α2 and extends to infinity in the direction of the imaginary axis. To validate
the method, |S11| was calculated for the structure depicted in Fig. 2.27. The parameters of the
structure under consideration are presented in Table 2.6. The calculation results are shown in
Fig. 2.28, and the calculation times are summarized in Table 2.7.
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Fig. 2.27. Two dielectric rods in a rectangular waveguide.
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Fig. 2.28. |S11| as a function of ε′r,mut calculated using the proposed method (IBIM) and
the Ansys HFSS.

Table 2.6
Parameters of the two-rod model

Model Parameter Symbol Value
MUT dielectric constant ε′r,mut 10.2

MUT loss tangent tan δmut 0.0023
Dielectric constant of the auxiliary rod ε′r,aux 4.3

Auxiliary rod loss tangent tan δaux 0.003
MUT rod radius rmut 2.5 mm

The radius of the auxiliary rod daux 6.5 mm
Interrod distance rint 27.5 mm

Frequency f 10 GHz
Waveguide width a 22.86 mm

Table 2.7
Comparison of computation times
Model Parameter Symbol

Method Time s
IBIM 8.2

Ansys HFSS 824.6
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CONCLUSIONS

The Thesis is dedicated to the evaluation and sensitivity improvement of dielectric con-
stant measurement models for high-frequency low-loss dielectric materials. Several of the most
widely used dielectric constant measurement models have been investigated: 1) a model where
the material under test (MUT) is a dielectric slab in a rectangular waveguide or free space; 2) a
model where the MUT is a cylindrical dielectric rod in a waveguide. Both measurement models
employ the reflection technique to retrieve dielectric constant. The main result of the research
is a simple, fast, and convenient measurement model evaluation methodology, which can be ap-
plied even when model parameters (MUT dimensions, frequency, as well as the expected value
of the dielectric constant) cannot be altered. In the case when the model sensitivity is unaccept-
ably low, and the model parameters are not allowed to be changed, e.g., when it is required by
standards or measurements have to be non-destructive or made at a fixed frequency, the author
has developed several measurement models employing additional dielectric objects alongside
the MUT. To facilitate the construction and calculation of the improved measurement models,
the author has developed a number of analytical and numerical approaches. The author has also
developed a new numerical method for the analysis of models with a single or multiple circular
cylindrical rods in a waveguide, the use of which results in an appreciable reduction in the com-
putation time compared to the existing general-purpose numerical methods, which is essential
when the measurement uncertainty is estimated with the use of the Monte Carlo method.

1. In the Thesis, it is shown and numerically verified that the measurement model sensitivity
depends significantly on model parameter values and that in the case when the measure-
ments are to be performed at a fixed frequency and for the MUT whose shape cannot be
changed, the model sensitivity is significantly affected by the dielectric constant. Also,
it is shown that there are dielectric constant value ranges where the model sensitivity is
very low, resulting in unacceptably large measurement uncertainties. Furthermore, these
low-sensitivity regions become very wide for the MUT dielectric constant values greater
than approximately 10.

2. A new methodology is proposed that allows one to evaluate the sensitivity of dielectric
constantmeasurementmodels based on the data obtained by solving the forward scattering
problem only, which makes it possible to quickly and straightforwardly evaluate whether
the model is suitable for measurements or not.

3. In the Thesis, it is demonstrated and numerically verified that in the case when the mea-
surements must be performed for a fixed set of model parameters and it is found that the
conventional model is not suitable due to an unacceptably large measurement uncertainty;
it is possible to construct another non-destructive measurement model to reduce the mea-
surement uncertainty. This model can be constructed by adding one or more additional
elements to the conventional model containing the MUT only. Additionally, it is demon-
strated that the model sensitivity can also be improved by changing the dimensions of the
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sample, but this would require sample destruction, which is not always permissible and
possible.

4. The following new models were developed for the extended measurement models:

• in case a measurement method that involves measuring the dielectric constant of a
slab made of the MUT and located in free space or a waveguide is employed, the
new models are the two-slab model and the three-slab model;

• in case a measurement method that involves measuring the dielectric constant of a
cylindrical rod made of the MUT (it can be hollow in the middle) and located in a
rectangular waveguide is employed, the new measurement model is constructed by
adding an auxiliary cylindrical rod.

5. It has been shown that even when conventional measurement models do not exhibit suffi-
ciently high model sensitivity, an extended measurement model developed by the author
can be used to considerably improve it (at least 3–5 times) to reduce the dielectric constant
measurement uncertainty.

6. The author has developed, successfully verified, and employed for the analysis of some of
the measurement models examined in the Thesis a new fast and accurate integral equation
based numerical method for the scattering data calculation for structures composed of
one or more multilayered circular cylindrical dielectric rods, as well as metallic rods. The
method has been shown to compute the scattering data at least 50 times faster than existing
commercially available finite-element-based software.

The results presented in the Thesis have been approved and show that all research objectives
of the Doctoral Thesis have been achieved, and all planned analytical and numerical studies have
been successfully accomplished. The results may be of particular importance for the evaluation
of dielectric constant measurement models for low-loss dielectric materials and for constructing
new models with a higher measurement sensitivity than that provided by conventional measure-
ment models containing the MUT only.
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